
KNOW WHAT  
MARKETING GETS 
YOU MORE LEADS 
& CUSTOMERS

When it comes to marketing your local business, there are a variety of marketing options 

you can use: paid search advertising, SEO, display advertising, social media, and directory 

advertising, to name a few. But when you’ve put these types of marketing to work, don’t you 

want to know how many prospects are responding to them? And not just how many are visiting 

your website, but also how many are contacting you, becoming true leads, and actually 

converting into customers?

ReachEdge™ lead conversion software tracks your digital marketing leads from the moment 

prospects contact you all the way through to when they become a customer so you know how 

well each of your marketing sources is working. Learn more about how this works.
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Here’s how ReachEdge lead and call tracking functionality helps you get more customers.

Once integrated with your website, ReachEdge dynamically  

displays a tracking phone number and web form on your site 

that’s unique to each marketing source. When a prospect contacts 

you, ReachEdge captures the marketing source and detailed lead 

information like their name, phone number, date, and exact times 

they’re contacting you, and puts it all in lead list. You’ll know which 

marketing sources are most effective at bringing leads and customers 

to your business, as well as important insights, so you can make 

better business and marketing decisions.

TRACKS LEAD DETAILS & MARKETING SOURCE 

Not only does ReachEdge track the marketing sources of all your new  

contacts, but it also records every phone call that comes from your unique 

tracking numbers on your website and off-site marketing like billboards, radio, 

etc. You’ll know the time of the call and call length, and be able to play back 

the call recordings. You’ll know how well your staff handles incoming calls 

and learn exactly what your leads are looking for from your business. With 

ReachEdge’s call recording capabilities, you can provide call coaching to your 

staff and access information from your leads — information that will help you to 

close more business. 

RECORDS YOUR CALLS 

REPORTS FROM CONTACT TO CLOSE

Anytime someone calls or completes a web form associated with your tracked marketing 

sources, ReachEdge captures the source of that new contact and provides it in  

easy-to-read ROI reports. These real-time reports, which you can access any time, 

anywhere via the web or mobile app, clearly show what percent of your leads came 

from which sources, so you finally know what works. They also detail how well you’re 

converting new contacts into leads and customers, and provide estimated revenue from 

your new customers. With these insights, you’ll know exactly which marketing sources are 

working to drive prospects and leads to your business, so you can focus your marketing 

dollars on the solutions that most effectively drive leads and customers.
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